
Monday 8th November 2021
LO. To explore ‘Snow Dragon’ using dramatic 

techniques





• http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011lb5t ( 6:15)  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011lb5t


What characters are there in the story?

•Most Royal of fire Dragons
• Fire Dragons
•Most Royal of Snow Dragon
• Snow Dragon
• Twolegs
• Little Tuft
• Book



• Lets play true or false.

•What does each statement tell us about the 
character?

•What do you predict their role will be in 
the story?



True



False- they ruled 
the Southern half



True



True



False



True



False. Book was so 
special that it was 
known simply as Book.



•We will be exploring the rest of the story 
using drama. ( play rest of video or read 
book) 

• Freeze frame each section of the story 
when I pause it.

•What would each character be feeling/ 
thinking/ doing?





Tuesday 9th November 2021
LO. To explore story settings





Let’s plot our the key points of Snow Dragon on a story 
mountain. Look at these pictures to help.



Opening

Build up

Problem

Resolution

Ending



Now let’s look at settings…



• A story setting is the location (place) in 
which a story takes place. 

• The setting could be a house, a beach, a 
fantasy land, a lair or Mars! 

What is a story setting? 



• land of snow
• land of fire
• land of two-legs. 

What different settings are there in Snow 
Dragon?  



We are now going to do a task in groups to 
add these settings to our map.

You already have the story mountain but I 
want to know what each setting looks like.

You are going to draw it on your map of the 
settings but with a bit of team work. 



I am going to put you into 3s 

You will then number yourselves 1 ,2 and 3

I will call each number up who will listen to a 
description of a setting.

You then will go back to your group and re-describe 
what you heard.

Each member of your group will draw that description 
on their map. 

It will then be the next numbers turn.



Wednesday 10th November 2021
LO: To use figurative language



•What do these words mean?

• Personification
•Metaphor
• Simile 
• Alliteration



The trees waved gracefully in the gentle
breeze. 



• E.g The mountains stood beneath the 
clouds peacefully.





E.g The bright, scorching Southern half



E.g The snow covered the floor like a 
blanket. 



The green trees grew tall
The green trees grew as tall as giants
The green trees are giants







Thursday 11th November 2021
LO: to use expanded noun phrases



•What different types of characters are there 
in fictional stories? E.G. sidekick

•main character, fantasy enemy, fantasy 
helper, sidekick.

• Can we identify these in The Snow Dragon?



•When we describe a character, we must use 
adjectives and expanded noun phrases that 
will create the correct image in the readers 
mind. 

•We can play guess who to test how accurate 
our adjectives are!

•Guess who?
• An enormous dragon with sharp spikes and a 
long, hard nose.











Use the word bank to write a detailed sentence 
about each character. You will use these to 
play guess who at the end of the lesson.

The aim of the game is for your partner to be 
able to guess the characters. The winner will 
be the person whose partner has been able to 
guess the most characters correctly.

REMEMBER- Your partner will only be able to 
get it right if your adjectives reflect the 
characters personality as well as appearance!





Friday 12th November 2021
LO: To write an opening of a story



Who and what should  be introduced at the 
beginning of a story?

•Main settings
•Main characters



• Read beginning of The Snow Dragon- stop after 
‘But then came a happening that changed 
everything.’ 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011lb5t

• This opening is not particularly long so how could 
we add more detail to create an even better image 
for the reader? 

• Describe the characters in more detail by adding 
in adjectives and extra information.

• Describe the parts of the world in more detail by 
using figurative language.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p011lb5t




In the beginning, the Earth was divided into two 
halves so that there was peace. At the top, the 
scorching Southern half was ruled over by 
ferocious fire dragons, who were vermilion and 
had razor-sharp teeth. In the freezing North, a 
white blanket of cotton covered the surface 
because it was the home to peace-loving snow 
dragons whose wings elegantly waved as they 
flew. Through the centre, the green, leafy land of 
the Twolegs (who were extremely hard-working) 
was narrow but tall trees still danced blissfully 
in the warm breeze. That was until a happening 
which changed everything…



Now use the openers and the model to write 
your own description.






